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Abstract. This paper describes our system for auto search and interactive search in the known-item search (KIS) task in TRECVID 2010.
KIS task aims to ﬁnd an unique video answer for each text query. The
shift from traditional video search has prompted a series of challenges
in processing and searching techniques that developed over the past few
years. For the automatic search task, our VisionGo system performs
query expansion and analysis, then employs multi-modality features including metadata, automatic speech recognition (ASR) and high level
feature (HLF) to retrieve a ranked list of results deemed most relevant
to the text-only query. To further improve the search performance, we
crawl an extension set of tags from Youtube to supplement to TRECVID
metadata. For interactive search task, we propose a new feedback scheme
based on both related samples and exclusive negative samples to boost
the search performance. To accomplish this, we introduce three enhancements to our VisioGo system: a) related sample feedback algorithm that
allows users to indicate related (but not relevant) shots to the query; b)
exclusive negative sample selection approach; and c) clustered shot-icons
for eﬃciently representing the whole content of the video. Results from
TRECVID 2010 video test set indicate that the enhancements are eﬀective.

1

Introduction

The known-item search (KIS) task in TRECVID poses a new challenge for video
retrieval as it requires the system to locate an unique video answer for the guided
text-only query, which models real-world scenario. According to this extreme
task of KIS, we participate in both the auto search and interactive search, and
focus on providing eﬀective video retrieval based on our video search platformVisionGo. Three essential features are embedded in our VisionGo system [1]:
a) a well-performed automatic search engine; b) the proposed related samples
and exclusive negative samples based feedback technique; and c) an eﬃcient user
interface (UI) for good interaction and eﬃcient visualization.
For auto search, our VisionGo system performs query analysis and multimodality fusion based on our previous work [1, 2]. In order to supply a highquality initial result list for the next interactive search, our auto search engine
focuses on the incorporation of various features like ASR, HLF and the metadata
provided by TRECVID. To further improve the search performance, an extension
set of tags is crawled from Youtube based on the title of each video of the
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TRECVID dataset. These Youtube tags are indexed to supplement our auto
search engine.
For interactive search, the main challenge is that there is insuﬃcient relevant
samples to help in ﬁnding the desired answer for the text-only query. In order to
overcome this problem, we propose a novel framework in VisionGo interactive
search engine. It utilizes the video results from the automatic search as initial
retrieval set for users’ feedback. The users then screen the returned video results
and select a set of related shots from diﬀerent videos to indicate whether they are
indeed related or not through an eﬃcient user interface. The UI of VisionGo
provides an intuitive visualization of the visual content of the videos to facilitate
users’ annotation eﬀorts. The interface allows the users to see a dynamic series
of clustered shot-icons instead of a single key frame to represent the full content
of each video. In the feedback process, we design a novel feedback algorithm
based on both the related and exclusive negative samples. The purpose is to
provide enough related samples [3] to the complex text query, and automatically
provide exclusive negative samples to reﬁne the query learning and improve the
subsequent searches.

2
2.1

Automatic Search Task
Overview of the Auto Search Process

In the past research of video retrieval,ASR [4] and HLF [5] are found to important
to enhance the performance. However, in the KIS of this year, the metadata is
the most eﬀective textual modality while ASR is likely to play a complementary
role. Our focus this year is therefore on eﬀective video retrieval employing the
multi-modality fusion with Metadata, ASR and HLF [6–15]. To further improve
the auto search performance, we crawl an expansion set of tags from the Youtube
website. The tag set consists of 8,383 subsets of Youtube tags. Each subset is
downloaded according to the title of each video in the test dataset of TRECVID.
For video transcript, we adopt the ASR result donated by LIMSI and Vecsys
Research [16].
For the indexing of our VisonGo system, we adopt the Lucene index technology [17] to obtain two main indexes: Meta Index and Youtube Index. ASR information is induced in these two indexes as complementary part. The auto retrieval
starts with the user’s text-only query, which describes the events happened in the
video. Our system then performs query preprocessing and uses Lucene retrieval
technology, which adopts tf-idf weighting scheme, to obtain an initial ranked
list. Finally, we employ two kinds of modality fusions (Youtube+Metadata and
HLF+Metadata) to derive the ﬁnal list of results deemed most relevant to the
query. The detail process of our auto search task is explained in Figure 1.
2.2

Query Analysis

The text-only queries of the KIS task are very diverse and complex. For example,
“Find the video of a Asian family visiting a village of thatch roof huts showing
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Fig. 1. Overview of Automatic Search Task

two girls with white shirts and a woman in red shorts entering several huts with
a man with black hair doing the commentary.”This kind of query describes the
main events that happened in the whole video, in which some abstract words are
beyond the range of 130 concepts in the semantic indexing task of TRECVID.
So query analysis and expansion are important in KIS task as they help to
understand the users’ intention and retrieve the most relevant/related answers.
As observed, the metadata play a key role in this year video retrieval. However, the mapping between the query and the metadata is a challenging problem because some key words in query might not be found in the metadata OR
inversely some abstract key words in the metadata are not in the list of 130
concepts. This motivates us to gather extra context for each query. We therefore adopt query expansion by generating additional relevant key words for each
query in the following two steps (similar as [18]):
(a) Use the complex query to retrieve relevant videos from Youtube and
collect the tags/comments of these relevant videos;
(b) Extract terms from the set of relevant tags/comments, which have high
mutual information (MI) with the key words of the query.
In addition, HLF is also useful to the query in terms of visual requirements.
It is clear that the kind of visual-oriented query such as “Find the video of bald,
shirtless man showing pictures of his home full of clutter and wearing headphone” requires some visual cues in the shot which cannot be achieved with
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only text features. Our System approach this by employing morphological analysis followed by selective expansion using the WordNet [19] on both the feature
descriptions of HLFs and KIS’s queries [5]. The stronger the match between the
HLF descriptions and the query, the more important the HLF is to the query.

3

Interactive Search Task

For interactive search task in KIS, we emphasize not only on retrieval performance but also on enhancing user’s annotation eﬀorts through advanced visualizations for a eﬃcient user interface. Therefore our VisionGo system focuses
on maximizing the human annotator eﬀort through the use of: (1) eﬃcient User
Interface (UI); (2) the proposed feedback method based on both related samples
and exclusive negative samples; and (3) clustered shot icons for fast previewing
of the main content of the videos. The system ﬁrst provides the user with the
results from the automatic search. The user can make use of UI to reﬁne the
search results with the proposed new feedback algorithm. During the process of
interactive search, users are able to see the dynamic series of shot-icons instead
of a single keyframe.
3.1

User Interface

The KIS task has posed a challenging problem, which require the system to locate
an unique true answer according to the complex query. This kind of query not
only describes the whole events contained in the video but also includes some
audio cues as well as visual cues. For example,“Find the video about the cost of
drug, featuring a man in glasses at a kitchen table, a video of Bush, and a sign
saying Canada.” This query describes the main events happened in this video,
which cover the visual contents of the video. There is still audio search cue such
as “a sign saying Canada”. Hence the key in interactive search is how to facilitate
the user to eﬃciently go through the content of the whole video and maximize
user’s annotation eﬀorts. The UI of VisionGo is designed for fast mouse-clicking
with quick preview of the main content of each video in the ranked list. A sample
of our eﬃcient UI is shown in Figure 2.
The UI will display the ranked results of auto search through 5 × 8 grid in
the “Results Show Area”. This maximizes the speed of annotation of user. After
going through the dynamic series of shot-icons for each video in this area, the
user can click the set of related videos. Based on the selecting, a series shoticons of the clicked videos ( here we constrain each video to have at most 10-15
shot-icons) will be show at the bottom of UI in the “Related Samples Selection
Area”. The user can then select the related shot-icons from diﬀerent videos to
compose a new visual video query in the “Feedback Area”, including the ASR,
HLF and metadata from each of the selected shots. Through the new video
query, the interactive search engine performs the proposed feedback based on
the selected related samples and automatically learned the exclusive negative
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Fig. 2. Eﬃcient User Interface

samples. Finally, the new results will be shown in the “Results Show Area”. The
users can repeat the above search process until the desired result has been found.
In addition, as observed in the above query example, there are several audio search cues in many queries such as “a sign saying Canada”. For the word
“Canada”, the Luence search engine may easily ﬁnd it in the metadata or ASR
of the videos; but for the words “a sign saying”, the metadata or ASR may be
useless. This motivate us to embed a play function in the UI to play the videos
from a clustered visual shot-icons when the user wants to ﬁnd some special cues
not present in the text modalities.
3.2

Proposed New Feedback Scheme

Related Samples Strategy One of the main challenges in the TRECVID
known-item search is the insuﬃcient relevant sample according to the task
queries, which consists of complex semantics. To address this problem, we utilize
the related shot samples to do feedback and learn the desired complex query [3].
Here the related shot samples refer to those shot segments from the selected
videos, that are irrelevant to the whole text query but relevant to some of the
related concepts of the query. From our observation in this year’s TRECVID
videos, the relevant videos are really rare, but the related shots are usually
availabe and easy for users to annotate. In addition, we learn a detector for
the query by simultaneously leveraging the related concept detectors, as well as
user’s feedbacks including related positive samples and exclusive negative samples. The exclusive concepts set can be automatically learned from the training
data of TRECVID 2010.
Given a complex query Q, a set of related concept detectors {fk }K
k=1 can be
t
learned from the text-based detector selection scheme [20]. Let Dt = {si , yi }N
i=1
denote the labeled samples in feedback iteration t, where si is the text or visual
feature vector of shot sample i, and yi ∈ [0, 1] is the label derived from user’s
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feedback. Diﬀerent from [3], yi indicates whether si is related (yi ∈ 0, 1) or unrelated (yi = 0) to the overall query. For a related shot sample, yi is estimated
to measure the “related strength” of si with respect to query Q [3]. For the
unrelated samples, diﬀerent from the traditional algorithm (consider all the unlabeled samples as negative), we learn the exclusive negative subset as negative
samples, which will be detailed in next subsection.
For each iteration, we can learn a query detector f t (s) from Dt :
f t (s) = η t

K
∑

1 ∑ t l
βl ∆f (x) + ∆f t (s),
t−1
t−1

dtk fk (s) +

k=1

(1)

l=1

t t−1
where {dtk }K
k=1 are the weights of concept detectors at iteration t; {βl }l=1 are the
t
weights of the previous delta detectors; and η is a trade-oﬀ parameter which
balances the concept detectors and the delta detectors. The solution can be
obtained by solving the optimization problem in [3].
In this known-item search task, since there is only one target answer, we
adopt a fusion strategy at each iteration to learn video detector by combining
the shot detector scores. The fusion algorithm is as below:

N

vj
1 ∑ t
F (vj ) =
f (sp ),
Nvj p=1

t

(2)

where sp is the shot of video vj and Nvj is the number of shots of vj .
As mentioned before, the user might select and combine the related shoticons from diﬀerent videos to form a new visual video query in the “Feedback
Area”, and fusing the ASR, HLF and metadata from each of the selected shots.
The fusion process can be shown in Figure 3
From the observation from the content of meta data ﬁles of TRECVID, for
each video, we only consider the “title”, “subject”and “description”parts in the
metadata ﬁle. For retrieval, we ﬁrst utilize Lucence to obtain the match score
between the text query and each of the three parts; and then fuse these three
scores with the optimal weights. During feedback, for each related shot, we get
the correspond shot metadata through following steps:
(a) Combine the three parts ( “title”, “subject”and “description”) in metadata ﬁle of the video as a fusion text ﬁle and utilize it based on the sentence
unit;
(b) Learn the matching score between the text query and each sentence of
the combined metadata ﬁle of each shot, the top 2 sentences will be considered
as the metadata of each related shot.
Finally, through above strategies, we obtain the ASR, metadata and HLF
detectors of each of the selected related shots. After converting them from the
shot level to video level, we obtain a visual video query that includes metadata,
ASR and HLF.
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Fig. 3. The Fusion Process of Related Samples

Exclusive Negative Samples Selection Most of the interactive retrieval engines in TRECVID require the users to only indicate if the shots are positive for
the given query [21, 22]and the rest of the un-tag shots are automatically taken
as negative, which make the training process unbalance. This year, we adopt
a novel strategy for selecting the exclusive negative sample from the un-tagged
shots/videos corresponding to the indicated related samples. These samples are
automatically selected based on the learned exclusive concept sets and are used
as negative training sample for the feedback. Below is the brief introduction of
this strategy. The examples of the learned exclusive concept subsets are shown
in Figure 4. It should be noted that we learn the “exclusive” subsets only from
the distribution statistic of the training data.
For learning the exclusive concept subsets, we adopt the graph shift method [23]
based on weighted concept graph. Given a weighted concept graph G =< V, E >,
the node set V := {1, 2, ..., n} (n is the number of all the concepts in the dataset)
and the edge set E = V × V , we learn the exclusive relationships of the concepts based on the graph topology. Here the concept graph can be represented
by a weight matrix D. In this matrix, the element dij will be assigned to a large
value if concept i and concept j do not simultaneously appear in any training
key frame or just in rare key frames (we will give a threshold), which depend the
distribution of the training dataset; otherwise dij is equal to zero (the setting is
similar as [24]). We can obtain the dense subgraph of D.
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Exclusive Concept Subsets
G1={airplane, infants, basketball, dancing, … , hospital, maps, laboratory }
G2={telephones, birds, chair, basketball, … , flowers, golf, infants, maps}
G3={laboratory, mountain, basketball, maps, … , singing, kitchen, driver}
……
Gn-1={golf, hospital, highway, infants, … , laboratory, prisoner, stadium}
Gn={boat_ship, cows, court, dancing, … , computer_or_televison_screen}

Fig. 4. Exclusive Concept Subsets learned from Training Data

Fig. 5. The Clustering Process for Visualizing Video

The next stage is how to obtain the exclusive negative samples. In our system, if the selected related samples contain the concepts: “birds”, “mountain”,
“highway”, then the exclusive negative set for the query is Ge = (G2 ∪ G3 ∪
Gn−1 ) \ {“birds”, “mountain”, “highway”}. Finally, the negative samples are
the shots or videos contain at least one concept in Ge .
3.3

Clustered Shot-icons

From the analysis of all queries of KIS, we ﬁnd that many queries of this year
cover many diverse events took place in videos. So it is necessary to design some
thing new like Motion-icons [1] than just a set of keyframes to represent the
content of videos. Unlike the traditional way of displaying the static keyframe
for each video or shot, we adopt the dynamic series of clustered shot-icons to
represent the full content of each video. Each clustered shot-icon is obtained
through clustering the key frames of all shots, where the key frames with similar
visual features will be collected as a cluster set. In each of the cluster set, we
select at most ﬁve key frames to dynamically represent the cluster. We then
combine the obtained clustered shot-icons as a summarized clip to visualize the
video content in chronological order. The whole process is shown in Figure 5.
3.4

Fusion of Two Kinds of HLF

In past years, high-level features (HLF) [25–30] have been well studied to incorporate textual features to improve the retrieval performance. This year we
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utilize the fusion detector scores of Columbia University [31] and label propagation results from [32] to boost the interactive search performance.
A concept detector in [33, 34] is trained for each query using SVM and kNN,
before selecting the concepts using visual features and text descriptions. For the
multi-label propagation algorithm, we extract multiple types of visual features
from each key frame: 225-D blockwise color moments, 128-D wavelet texture and
75-D edge direction histogram. The setting is similar to [32]. We then make use
of the available collaborative annotation results for training and learn the 130 detectors for each of the key-frames of the testing data provided by TRECVID [35].
The advantages of the multi-label propagation are two-fold: (1) the computation
cost is lower than that of SVM and kNN methods, where this method only takes
about 32 hours to obtain the detection scores of the whole test dataset of KIS;
and (2) the learned concept scores are robust to noises because this approach
is based on the hashing-accelerated l1 -graph construction and KL-divergence
oriented optimization as validated in [32].
After the linear combination of these two kinds of concept detections, we
also give the fusion HLF detetion scores an empirical threshold, which makes
the detections accepting above 0.25.

4

Results and Analysis

We submitted four runs in KIS for auto search task and interactive search task,
which are as follows:
– Run1: Fully automatic search employing multi-modality features including
metadata, ASR and Youtube tags;
– Run2: Fully automatic search employing multi-modality features including
metadata, ASR and HLF;
– Run3: Interactive search employing multi-modality features including metadata, ASR, HLF and Youtube tags;
– Run4: Interactive search employing multi-modality features including metadata, ASR and HLF;
The performance for these submitted runs are shown in Table 1. From the
results, we can ﬁnd that the text futures are important to locate the true answer
video in both auto search and interactive search.
Table 1. Performance of All Runs in Our VisionGo System
Run ID Mean Inverted Rank Mean Elapsed Time
Run 1
0.215
0.021
Run 2
0.217
0.021
Run 3
0.682
2.577
Run 4
0.682
2.779
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For auto search, the HLF is not eﬀective because the mapping between the
query and the 130 pre-deﬁned concepts does not work well. Some terms used
in queries are too abstract and speciﬁc to be mapped to the correct concepts.
This year we tried to utilize the downloaded Youtube data to give more correct
mapping to boost the auto performance. However, the tags in Youtube are also
diverse as the terms in metadata in TRECVID. So the performance of Run 1
was as bad that of Run2.
For interactive search, in Run 3 and Run 4, we took adavantage of the multi
modal features available to boost the search performance. The diﬀerence between
these two runs is that the former makes use of the downloaded Youtube tags
during fusion. The mean inverted ranks of Run3 and Run 4 are the same (0.682),
which is the top two performance in all interactive search participants. This validate our proposed feedback scheme based on both related samples and exclusive
negative samples. The feedback reﬁnes and learns the visual video query which
consists of the information of metadata, ASR, HLF and Youtube tags during
the whole process of interactive search.

5

Conclusion

This paper introduced and discussed the details of our participation in TRECVID
2010 Known-item search. We described the framework and techniques we employed for automatic search and interactive search tasks.
For auto search task, our VisionGo system focuses on the the incorporation
of various features like ASR, HLF and the metadata provided by TRECVID. To
further improve the search performance, an extension tag data set are crawled
from Youtube and are indexed in our auto search engine. For interactive search,
since the main challenge is that there is insuﬃcient relevant samples for the
desired query. In order to overcome this problem, we proposed a novel framework
in VisionGo to boost interactive search performance through the use of: (1)
eﬃcient UI; (2) the proposed feedback method based on both related samples
and exclusive negative samples; and (3) clustered shot icons for fast previewing
main content of the videos. The evaluation results indicate that Our VisionGo
system are eﬀective. Especially in the interactive search, our system has good
overall performance.
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